Process Book for Delta International Boarding Pass
by Yasmin Amer and Patricia Joe
Project:
Recreate the international Delta boarding ticket. Design must have broader
appeal, clearer information and should in some way enhance the traveler’s experience
Client:
International Delta travelers
Problem statement:
arguably, the current Delta boarding pass is visually unappealing
and has simple design flaws such as lack of logical grouping, lack of clear proximity and
poor alignment.
Proposed solution: 
redesign the Delta boarding pass by identifying the issues with the
existing pass and keeping a broad audience in mind.
Week 1 Designs
Problem space:
We began by looking at the original Delta ticket and identifying how to
make it better – mainly focusing on readability and legibility.

Focus:
creating a big quantity of quick iterative designs
Deliverable:Changed font, spacing and the order of information.
Paper Sketches

We also asked a student/traveler how he would like the
ticket to be different. He responded by critiquing the
physical form saying that he would like to see a ticket that
fits in the back pocket. See examples to the below:

Week 2 Designs
Problem space:
Think more deeply about existing ticket design and identify issues. List
stakeholders.
Focus:
Research and study existing ticket. Brainstorm before coming up with next
designs.
Deliverable:Listed the characteristics of the average traveler. Labeled perceived
problems in existing ticket and how to solve them. Made a list of stakeholders.
Traveler

Broad audience. Not necessarily an English speaker

Heavy cognitive load (thinking about getting to destination, etc)

Possibly heavy physical load (baggage, important documents, etc)

Large group brainstorming meeting

Stakeholders

International traveler

Airline staff

TSA/Security personnel
Possible solutions

Try to incorporate icons to overcome any potential language barriers or
unfamiliarity with traveling

Create a “peek from the top” design so that traveler can see main information on
the edge of the ticket in case s/he has the ticket in his/her passport.

Add dotted lines to make foldable tickets in case traveler wants to put the ticket in
back pocket

Add adhesive (like a postit note) so that traveler can stick the pass in passport
or other documents without worrying about it falling out

Change font type, font size and grouping for better legibility. Grouping can also
be creating sections for each of the stakeholders (traveler, airline staff, TSA). Use san
serif font and make important information bigger in size.

User Scenarios
Frequent flyers
Name  
Nick Starner
Age  
27 years
Experience  
Has been working in
the entertainment industry for 10
years now.
Nationality  
France
Physical Disability  
None

Nick, Raja, Joe and Max are part of a small film crew working on a feature film. They
have been working on the film for more than one year and need to film a few scenes in
Singapore and Malaysia. They are flying from New York to Singapore and then have a
connecting flight to Malaysia and has two boarding passes right now. They have a
special flight deal with delta as frequent flyers through their production company. He
travels to various locations once or twice every week. He is very familiar with the airport
setup as they have been here several times.
Goals 
1. Make sure that he reaches the departure gate in time just before boarding the
flight.
2. Makes sure that he stays with his crew all the time.
Tasks
1. Keep the proper boarding passes and passport handy while at the airport.
2. Make sure that he knows what time zone he is travelling to.
Expectations 
1. The information is easy to read and he can clearly understand the time,
schedule, seat number and departure gate information.
2. Boarding correct boarding pass handy (location should be prominent)

Holiday Travelers
Name:

The Smith family  Tim
(husband), Lily (daughter), John (son)
and Judy (wife)
Age:
Tim  40, Judy  35, Lily  3, John – 8
Experience
:
Tim is a computer engineer with
experience of 15 years. Judy was an
accountant for 10 years until she left her
job for taking care of her kids. Lily is a
restless kid who likes to play. She doesn’t
like standing at one place for too long and
thus requires continuous attention. John
is a curious kid and likes to ask a lot of
questions.
Nationality: 

USA
Physical Disability:
None

Story 
The family is going to their hometown in London, England from Florida (USA) for
Thanksgiving to meet grandma and grandpa. It’s the day before thanksgiving ( busiest
day of travel in America ). There is a direct flight to their destination. Since they are
going after a long time, they have a lot of gifts for all their friends and family in England
Goals
1. Reach the boarding gate with the kids and all the baggage in time

Tasks
1. Go through security checks
2. Make sure the kids get through the security without any issues
3. Take care of their baggage

Expectations 
1. Complete the boarding formalities and security checks without too much hassle
2. Tim has 4 tickets to carry so he wants the names to be highlighted so that it is
easy to differentiate between them
3. With so much baggage and 2 children to take care of he doesn’t want to lose the
tickets. He also wants them to be easily accessible so that he doesn’t have to
waste too much time on finding them

Organization Design issues: several tickets: Names highlight, design tix so it forces
easy accessibility and portability. Changing Time Zones: 
Duration of the flight change
of time zones;
Elderly / Someone who needs assistance
Name: Mark
Age : 80
Experience : 
Retired shopkeeper
in Germany
Physical disabilities: 
Nearsighted
Other : 
Doesn’t understand
English too well, knows some basic
words

Story : 
He is going to meet his son in California. He has never taken a flight before and
doesn’t know anything about the technicalities/ the terms like gate and zone. His son
emailed him the boarding pass which he got printed out at a nearby shop.
Goal:
1. He wants to board the correct flight on time
2. He just wants to get over with all the formalities quickly and meet his son

Expectations:
1. Since he doesn’t want to spend too much time understanding the boarding pass
2. Since he doesn’t know anything about boarding and he is conscious about that,
he fears he will have to ask people a lot of questions. He wants to avoid that as
much as possible.
3. Does not get lost in the large airport and is able to correctly identify the direction
he has to go to.

TSA Agent

Name:
Kamal
Age:
46
Experience:
second
week on the job as a
TSA Agent.
Nationality:
Lebanese
national living in the US
Physical Disability:
nearsighted

Kamal has been training as a TSA agent for two weeks. This is his first full time job
since he immigrated to the US. He’s getting the hang of the job but still gets nervous
because his manager always emphasizes attentiveness and the consequences of
security mishaps. This week, he’s checking boarding passes of passengers. This
involves making sure the name on the pass matches with the passenger’s ID. He then
highlights the gate number for the passenger. English isn’t his first language but he
feels pretty confident communicating with people. Kamal is slightly nearsighted and gets
headaches when font is too small. He checks as many as 40 passengers in an hour on
a busy day and needs to move very quickly. One passenger got a little flustered a
couple of days ago because Kamal was unable to scan his ticket barcode. The barcode
had a part of it torn because the ticket was already worn out.
Expectation:
● Kamal has noticed that passengers with boarding tickets that have larger fonts
are easier for him.
● He finds relevant information more quickly and moves them along the line faster.
Goal:
● In this case, the TSA agent need to find 
Name
,
Gate and the ticket barcode
quickly. It is also important to keep in mind that damaged barcodes on a ticket
hold up the line.

Airline Staffer
Name:
Karen Schumaker
Age: 
32
Experience:
five plus years in the customer
service industry. She has worked for Delta,
US Airways, and Spirit working as an
information desk consultant. Since she’s
works fulltime and goes to school she can
sometimes feel groggy and has almost fallen
asleep on the job. Also, since she has had
recent back surgery it can be difficult to stand
on her feet all day.
Nationality:
American
Disability:
None

Story
:
Karen has been working as an airline staff assistant for the past two years. She really
enjoys her job and prides herself on providing excellent customer service. Her goal is to
be a good flight attendant and travel the world. Right now she works fulltime and takes
night classes in order to finish her second degree in Business.
Goals
:
Make sure people are able to board quickly and securely.
Expectations
:
She notices that when the 
Zone/class
,
Gate, seat 
are in a larger font at the top of the
ticket
Tasks
: Gate, Flight, Boarding and Departure Time
Check in Heavy/large carryon
Scan Boarding Pass
Check seat number and class seating and zone for boarding.

Paper Sketches

Large group put up sketches and explained design. Other members then had the chance to comment on
and talk about the designs.

Group members used large sticky notes to leave comments and smaller sticky notes to vote on the top 5
designs that will then be digitized.

Digitized Final Versions

Week 2 Critiques
Problem: Need a better sense of hierarchy

Important information still lacked great visibility. Looking at the ticket from far
away, no information “popped out.”
o
Possible solutions: Think about bigger fonts and more color

Problem: need to incorporate ideas from Weaver and Goffman: try to recreate the
design process by keeping in mind principles from Weaver and Goffman.
o
Possible solutions: Make important information really stand out using clearer, bigger

fonts, hence incorporating Weaver’s style of effective communication.
o
Think about 

branding
and what it means to fly Delta, thus incorporating Goffman’s
idea of communicating a message via performance.
Week 3 Designs
Problem space:
Think more deeply about Weaver and Goffman communication
principles. Be more creative in thinking of future designs.
Focus:
Think about the Delta brand and what we want the ticket to communicate. Also,
use color, type font more creatively. Think about not just recreating the existing ticket
but creating a new boarding pass from scratch.
Deliverables/New designs
New boarding pass designs use better grouping for more important information
using boxes and proximity

Add Delta logo to help identify brand

Reimagine the Delta brand using terms like “luxury,” “playful,” “modern”

Paper and Digitized Sketches

Week 3 Critiques
Problem: Boxes are for amateurs. Boxes are the simplest, most obvious way to group
information, so it’s uncreative and distracting.

Solution: try to use other techniques like space and color
Problem: hierarchy of information is better but not quite there

Solution: see example of Rhidhima’s design using color and information placement.

Final Designs
For the final designs, slight alterations were made based on week 3 critiques. Mainly
focused on better separating information without using boxes.

